The primate temporal pole: its putative role in object recognition and memory.
In this article, we consider both the ventral temporopolar cortex and the perirhinal cortex (areas 35 and 36) as the anterior ventromedial temporal (aVMT) cortex, and discuss its role based on recent data in monkeys and human subjects. In monkeys, the aVMT cortex receives its primary input from area TE, and only minor input from other cortical areas. Laminar patterns of connections suggest that the aVMT cortex is a hierarchically higher-order area than area TE. Lesions of this cortex produce deficits in the learning and performance of visual memory tasks. Neurons in the aVMT cortex respond selectively to complex stimuli and changes in activity related to visual memory tasks. In humans, damage of this cortex induces deficits in the recognition of familiar objects and faces. The aVMT cortex is activated during recognition of familiar faces. In addition, the aVMT cortex is one of the most vulnerable areas in Alzheimer's disease. All these data indicate that the aVMT cortex is a higher-order visual cortical area that is related to object recognition and memory. The anterior area TE has been implicated in both functions. We propose here that these areas and the anterior entorhinal cortex are designated as the temporal pole, a brain region which is specialized for both object recognition and memory.